Abstract of the Disclosure

Driving system for a machine, in particular an industrial truck with a combustion engine, a two-branch gear transmission whose first shaft is coupled to the combustion engine, whose second shaft is coupled to a change-over transmission, whose outlet acts on the driven wheels of the industrial truck via a collecting transmission, an electric transmission of which a first electric machine cooperates therewith, with respect to the torque, by means of the two-branch gear transmission, and a second electric machine is coupled via at least one collecting transmission to the driven wheels, the two-branch gear transmission producing a constant torque ratio between the first electric machine and at least the first and second shaft and an electrical circuit arrangement electrically coupling the electric machines and being connected to an electric accumulator, two mechanical hydraulic converters of which one is coupled to the first or second shaft of the two-branch gear transmission and the second to the electric transmission, and controllable means for the absorption of hydraulic energy which are associated with each mechanical hydraulic converter.
Fig 2
DRIVING SYSTEM FOR A MOBILE MACHINE, IN PARTICULAR AN INDUSTRIAL TRUCK

Detailed Description of the Invention

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] Not applicable.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

[0002] Not applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Combustion engine driven industrial trucks require a transmission in order to provide the desired torque at the desired speed. It is desirable that the industrial truck can be driven forwards and backwards at the same high maximum speed.

[0004] In motor vehicles, it is known to use a clutch and a hydrokinetic converter in combination with single-step or multi-step transmissions. However, such a system has only limited suitability for industrial trucks, as at low driving speeds it has low efficiency. Furthermore, a clutch function is required for the independent operation of the lifting function of the industrial truck.

[0005] The disadvantages of a hydrodynamic transmission system do not occur with a hydrostatic drive train. It uses a continuously variable conversion range and allows easy reversing. However, the poor efficiency at faster driving speeds opposes the relatively high efficiency of driving at slower speeds. As a result of the multiple hydraulic-mechanical conversion of the total driving power, the efficiency of a mechanical gear changing mechanism is not achieved. A further disadvantage is the relatively high construction cost, due to the high hydraulic pressures up to 400 bar and the susceptibility of the system to defects, in particular with regard to leakage.

[0006] Finally, it is also known in the industrial truck field to carry out the transmission of forces by means of an electric transmission. In an electric transmission, all the energy generated by the combustion engine is converted into electrical energy by means of a generator. The electrical energy is reconverted into mechanical energy by means of an electric motor. Within predefined limits, drive controls for electric machines allow any gear ratios between the generator and electric motor. Hence, such a system has the advantage of particularly good controllability. The low efficiencies caused by the high losses in the control mechanisms and electric machines are, however, disadvantageous.

[0007] Existing driving solutions in combustion engine operated industrial trucks generally involve considerable energy losses in certain operating situations. Furthermore, they are not capable of returning energy to an accumulator when braking or lowering loads. Emissionless operation is also impossible which almost excludes the use of such industrial trucks in enclosed spaces. A further disadvantage of the former driving systems lies in the fact that the components have to be designed for peak loads whilst the mean loading of the components is clearly below such values. Thus a higher construction cost is incurred which is not required for the mean value.

[0008] A continuously variable, hydrostatic-mechanical power shift transmission for industrial trucks is known from DE 138 15 780 which is intended to achieve continuously variable hydrostatic starting or reversing with reduced construction cost. The known transmission has a plurality of clutches and gearwheel switch stages. Emissionless operation of the driving system is not possible and the kinetic energy when braking and lowering loads cannot be recovered. Purely hydrostatic starting leads to poor transmission efficiency until switching to power branching transmission. Furthermore, reversing at maximum speed is not possible.

[0009] A hydrostatic-mechanical drive for industrial trucks is known from DE 197 47 459 which is intended to utilise the advantages of a hydrostatic drive combined with a mechanical drive, in that the total efficiency of the transmission is increased via the mechanical branch. Such a driving system can be designed such that it can be driven from a standstill to maximum speed, in a preferred direction of travel, with good transmission efficiency. In the other direction of travel the efficiency is low in the maximum speed range. Emissionless operation of the driving system is not possible and it is also not possible to recover braking- or lowering load energy.

[0010] A two-branch gear transmission and an operating method is known from DE 198 03 160 which is intended to improve the efficiency behaviour and the service life of the driving system. In addition, a rotary brake which is controllable depending on the driving state of the vehicle, is intended to stop a shaft temporarily or permanently when a shaft exceeds a maximum speed. Emissionless operation of the driving system, which is not designed for industrial trucks, is not possible and it is also not possible to recover braking- or load energy. Furthermore, reversing at maximum speed also cannot be achieved.

[0011] Combustion engine driven driving systems for industrial trucks are known from DE 199 55 311, DE 199 55 312 and DE 199 55 313, in which a combustion engine and at least one electric machine generate the drive energy. The known driving systems contain at least one collecting transmission for combining the energy of the combustion engine and the electric machine. It is therefore intended that the performance is improved as a whole, with continuously variable good controllability and an increase in total efficiency. The known driving systems require mechanical brakes in the driving state, in order to achieve the required minimum braking even at maximum speed and without oversized electric machines. The combustion engines in the known driving systems are rigidly connected to the subordinate transmission system so that during emissionless electrical operation, the combustion engine idles and is subject to loss.

[0012] The object of the invention is to produce a combustion engine driven, two-branchered driving system for industrial trucks which can be operated without emissions, allows recovery of braking- and lowering load energy and, in particular, can dispense with mechanical brakes in the driving state.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] In the driving system according to the invention the combustion engine is coupled to a two-branch gear trans-
mission of which one output shaft is coupled to a change-over transmission which in turn is coupled to a collecting transmission to apply the torque to at least one of the driven wheels of the industrial truck. The second drive train is formed from at least two electric machines of which one is coupled to the two-branch gear transmission such that between the electric machine and at least one of the first or second shafts of the two-branch gear transmission a constant torque ratio is produced. The first and second electric machines are coupled via an electrical circuit arrangement which in turn is connected to an electric accumulator, for example a battery. By activating the circuit arrangement the gear ratio between the electric machines can be set as desired, within limits. According to the invention two mechanical-hydraulic converters, for example hydraulic pumps, are provided of which one is coupled to the first or second shaft of the two-branch gear transmission and the second to the electric transmission. The mechanical-hydraulic converters can be employed to provide hydraulic functions of the industrial truck. One respective controllable means is also associated therewith for the absorption of hydraulic energy not required, for example in the form of a throttle.

[0014] In the driving system for industrial trucks according to the invention a two branch system is provided in which the one branch is mechanically arranged between the combustion engine and the output shaft, whilst an electric adjustable transmission is arranged in the other branch. Mechanical energy supplied to the electric adjustable transmission via the two-branch gear transmission is converted into electrical energy by means of the first electric machine operating as a generator. The electrical energy is converted into mechanical energy by means of the second electric machine operating in the form of an electric motor. Known drive controls for electric machines are capable of setting any gear ratios between the generator and electric motor within limits set by the electric machines.

[0015] When accelerating the combustion engine, the drive power of the combustion engine is distributed to the two branches in the two-branch gear transmission, depending on the speed ratios of the shafts of the two-branch gear transmission, the direction of the power flow resulting from the rate of the speed of the shafts. The gear ratio is continuously variably adjusted in the electric transmission and the accumulator (battery) associated with the electric transmission can remove energy from the driving system when required or supply energy thereto.

[0016] The power of the two branches is added together in a collecting transmission, the direction of the power flow resulting from the amount of torque on the shafts. In order to increase the total efficiency of the driving system irrespective of the drive state, the shaft of the combustion engine can be coupled at a fixed speed with the shaft of the primary branch.

[0017] In order to be able to drive in enclosed spaces, at least temporarily without emissions and with good efficiency, it is possible according to an embodiment of the invention to decouple the combustion engine mechanically from the remainder of the driving system, in particular by a clutch. In this operating state, the energy necessary for the driving- and lifting function of the industrial truck is taken from the accumulator associated with the electric transmission.

[0018] When braking, a portion of the kinetic energy of the industrial truck is taken out of the driving system by the electric machines and usefully stored in the accumulator. The remaining energy is taken up by the idling combustion engine and the two mechanical-hydraulic converters. It can, for example, be used by secondary hydraulic consumer applications (lifting function, tilting function, etc.). If no power is required for secondary consumer applications the hydraulic power is dissipated by suitable means, for example by controllable throttles. The absorption of braking energy for a driving system for an industrial truck is known from EP 1403130 A2.

[0019] To alter the rotational direction of the wheels during the operation of the combustion engine, it can be switched between forwards and reverse drive by means of a change-over transmission in the primary branch.

[0020] As mentioned above, the secondary hydraulic consumer applications are supplied by at least one of the mechanical-hydraulic converters. The mechanical-hydraulic converters can, depending on the operating state, obtain hydraulic energy from mechanical energy or mechanical energy from hydraulic energy. The energy supplied to the driving system when lowering a load can be returned to the accumulator via the electric machines.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0021] While this invention may be embodied in many different forms, there are described in detail herein a specific preferred embodiment of the invention. This description is an exemplification of the principles of the invention and is not intended to limit the invention to the particular embodiment illustrated.

[0022] The invention is to be described in more detail hereinafter with reference to the embodiments shown in the drawings, in which:

[0023] Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view of a first embodiment of a driving system according to the invention.

[0024] Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of a second embodiment according to the invention.

[0025] In Fig. 1 a combustion engine 1 of an industrial truck, not shown further, is connected via a shaft and a clutch 2 to a two-branch gear transmission 5, which, for example, is a three shaft planetary transmission or a planetary gear. The two-branch gear transmission 5 distributes the power of the combustion engine 1 to two branches depending on the speed ratios of the shafts of the two-branch gear transmission 5. A change-over transmission 9 is integrated in the mechanical primary branch in order to be able to switch between forwards and reverse drive. In the secondary branch an electric adjustable transmission is integrated in the form of a first electric machine 8, a second electric machine 12 and an electrical circuit arrangement 11 arranged between the electric machines. By means of these parts the gear ratio can be continuously variably adjusted in the secondary branch. A battery 10 is connected to the circuit arrangement 11 and can remove energy from the system or supply it thereto.

[0026] The primary and secondary branches are coupled to a collecting transmission 13 to combine the power of the two
branches. A differential 15 distributes the drive power from the collecting transmission 13 to two drive wheels 14, 16.

[0027] A first mechanical-hydraulic converter 3, for example a hydraulic pump, is coupled via a spur gear transmission 4 between the clutch 2 and the two-branch gear transmission 5. A second mechanical-hydraulic converter 7 is coupled via a spur gear transmission 6 to a shaft between the two-branch gear transmission 5 and first electric machine 8.

[0028] If emissionless operation with good efficiency is desired, the combustion engine 1 is decoupled via the clutch 2 from the driving system and the change-over transmission 9. The drive is exclusively carried out via the secondary branch, together with the electric machines 8, 12, their being supplied by the battery 10. The hydraulic functions of the industrial truck, not shown, are supplied by at least one of the converters 3, 7, the energy supply being also provided in this operating state from the accumulator 10.

[0029] When the vehicle brakes, the mechanical-hydraulic converters 3, 7 are driven. They can therefore either take braking energy because they supply secondary hydraulic functions or also because hydraulic energy, for example via throttles, is absorbed when hydraulic energy is not demanded by the consumer applications. This is indicated by hydraulic thermal energy converters 3a, 7a which are associated with the converters 3, 7 and can be activated (which is not shown). In addition, when said combustion engine is not decoupled from the driving system the combustion engine 1 idles via the drive wheels and the electric machines 12 and 8 are driven, operating as generators, whereby braking energy is fed back to the accumulator 10. Hydraulic energy generated when lowering loads is also converted by at least one of the converters 3, 7 and by the electric machine into electrical energy and supplied to the battery 10.

[0030] The embodiment according to Fig. 2 differs from that according to Fig. 1 in that instead of the electric machine 12 in Fig. 1, two electric machines 12a, 12b are provided which are coupled to the drive shaft via one respective individual collecting transmission 13a, 13b. An industrial truck, in which the speeds of the two electric machines 12a, 12b can be controlled, can negotiate such tight corners that the point of rotation lies between the drive wheels 14, 16. This has the advantage that by the increased manoeuvrability less working room is required and thus narrower aisles can be provided in a warehouse. Furthermore, by the intervention of control engineering in the dynamics of the electric machines 12a, 12b, the dynamic drive of the industrial truck can be positively influenced. As a result, conditions are created to increase the drive stability and thus the work safety of the industrial truck by means of an electronic control.

[0031] The above disclosure is intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. This description will suggest many variations and alternatives to one of ordinary skill in this art. All these alternatives and variations are intended to be included within the scope of the claims where the term "comprising" means "including, but not limited to". Those familiar with the art may recognize other equivalents to the specific embodiments described herein which equivalents are also intended to be encompassed by the claims.

[0032] Further, the particular features presented in the dependent claims can be combined with each other in other manners within the scope of the invention such that the invention should be recognized as also specifically directed to other embodiments having any other possible combination of the features of the dependent claims. For instance, for purposes of claim publication, any dependent claim which follows should be taken as alternatively written in a multiple dependent form from all prior claims which possess all antecedents referenced in such dependent claim if such multiple dependent form is an accepted format within the jurisdiction (e.g., each claim depending directly from claim 1 should be alternatively taken as depending from all previous claims). In jurisdictions where multiple dependent claim formats are restricted, the following dependent claims should each be also taken as alternatively written in each singly dependent claim format which creates a dependency from a prior antecedent-possessing claim other than the specific claim listed in such dependent claim below.

[0033] This completes the description of the preferred and alternate embodiments of the invention. Those skilled in the art may recognize other equivalents to the specific embodiment described herein which equivalents are intended to be encompassed by the claims attached hereto.

What is Claimed is:

1. Driving system for a machine, in particular an industrial truck with a combustion engine (1), a two-branch gear transmission (5) whose first shaft is coupled to the combustion engine (1), whose second shaft is coupled to a change-over transmission (9), whose output acts on the driven wheels (14, 16) of the industrial truck via a collecting transmission (13, 13a, 13b), an electric transmission of which a first electric machine (8) cooperates therewith, with respect to the torque, by means of the two-branch gear transmission (5), and a second electric machine (12, 12a, 12b) is coupled via at least one collecting transmission (13, 13a, 13b) to the driven wheels (14, 16), the two-branch gear transmission (5) producing a constant torque ratio between the first electric machine (8) and at least the first and second shaft and an electrical circuit arrangement (11) electrically coupling the electric machines (8 or 12, 12a, 12b) and being connected to an electric accumulator, two mechanical hydraulic converters (3, 7) of which one is coupled to the first or second shaft of the two-branch gear transmission (5) and the second to the electric transmission, and controllable means for the absorption of hydraulic energy which are associated with each mechanical hydraulic converter (3, 7).

2. Driving system according to claim 1, characterised in that controllable throttles are associated with the mechanical-hydraulic converters (3, 7).

3. Driving system according to claim 1, characterised in that the combustion engine (1) is coupled to the input shaft of the two-branch gear transmission (5) via a clutch (2).

4. Driving system according to claim 1, characterised in that the electrical circuit arrangement (11) is designed such that the electrical energy of at least one of the electric machines (8, 12, 12a, 12b) operating as a generator can be stored in the accumulator (10).

5. Driving system according to claim 1, characterised in that at least one of the mechanical-hydraulic converters can
be connected to hydraulic consumer applications of the industrial truck via control means.

6. Driving system according to claim 1, characterised in that the electronic transmission comprises three electric machines (8, 12, 12a, 12b) of which two (12a, 12b) are connected in parallel and act on a drive wheel (14, 16) respectively via a collecting gear transmission (13a, 13b).

7. Driving system according to claim 1, characterised in that the two-branch gear transmission (5) is a three shaft planetary transmission.

8. Driving system according to claim 7, characterised in that a planetary gear system is provided.
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